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Current flow through the membranes rectifying system in the
reverse direction depends mostly on the potential difference
bui1t up between the membranes. The change of the potentiaJ.
difference between membranes dulling the current flow in the
reverse direction is signdficantly greaiter than, and of the opposite
sign :flrom, that dill the forward direction. The current in the reverse
state is higher than expected because of imperfect experimental
conditions (impurities in the system) but it is still suff,iciently
small compru-ed to the current in -the forward state. Bes.ides, the
effect of rectiflicaition is Lower than expected becaruse of the
sluggishness of the system during the fast transition from the
forward into the reverse state.
·

ElectrolyticaJ rectifying systems cOIIl:structed by means of ion-exchange
membranes have been known for several yeair s 1•2 •3 • The mechanism of rectification of altematimg current in such systems ha1s m.ot yet been investigated
intensively. The purpose of this series of papers d.s to throw more light upon
the phen'Omena causing the rectifkation of alternating current in such
membrane systems.
A previous paper3 reported on the phenomena at the membranes junction
of a carefully selected system, and on the behaviour of such a system during
the flow of current :iirl. the forward direction. The purpose of this paper
is an !investigation allld analysis of the behavtliour of the same system during
and after the flow of current in the reverse direction and its behaviour during
the applicatiOl!l of alternating V'oltage.
EXPERIMENTAL

The rectifying devke resembles the one previously described. 3
The system was first polar.ized by means of single pulses of constanit oorrent
but in the reverse direction, i.e. the negaitive terminal of the current source was
connected to the cation-exchange membrane side of the system. Because of a
relatively high resistance of the investigated system in the reverse direction a
higher resistor (10 Mohm) for current stabilization had to be bu.ilt into the ourrent
circuit. Special conditions of the experiment necessitated the use of a direct
current >amplifier with a very short rise-time'.
Besides the measurements with a single pulse of constant current the rectifying
system was polarized by single pulses of constant voltage, in which case the

* Taken from the Thesis submitted by B. Kunst in partial fulfilment of the
requirements for the degree of Doctor of Chemistry (Ph. D.) at the University
of Zagreb.
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I (µA)

0.47

0.74

1.14

1.37

1.93

2.57

3.24

3.90

E (mV)

1461

217

3416

420

561

760

938

1176

Ra (kt:l)

312

293

303

307

29,1

296

289

302

Followi ng the temnina tion nf a pulse the voltage drop does not cons[st
in the
of two parts, as was the case in the i.nveshg ation of the system
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a constant current pulse in the
Fig. 1. Characte ristic time dependen ce of. the voltage during
reverse direction .
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forward direction . The voltaige drop has DIO ·s ha·r p part at all. It decrease
s
with time exponen tially and r:ather ra:pidly to the starting va.Iue. This
starting value of voltage ·iis reached ilil 5 to 7 msecs. aifter the terminat ion of
the pulse. Apparen tly the rate of the drop does not depend practicaU y on
either the current used or the length of the pulse.
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Fig. 2. Characteris .tlc time dependenc e of the reverse current during
a constant voltage
pulse of 20 msecs. duration.

A eonstant voltage pulse of apprnxim ately 20 msecs duration in the
reverse direction gti.ves on the CRO screen the characte dstic time dependen ce
of reverse current fLo,w through the system. (Fig. 2). It is evident that current
flow through the system following the SWiitchirng on ·o f a pulse drops within
approxim ately 0.4 msecs to a small and aippa:rently stable value. This »stable
«
value of current depends on the voltage used and increases with ri t a.s shown
in Fig. 3. But if a constant voltage is forced upon the system ilrl the reverse
direction for a longer period of t1me (10 minutes) it becomes apparent that
the »Stable« value for current from Fig. 2 keeps changing for some time.
The current cont~nues to fall, and the rate of decrease lessens with time
(Fig. 4). It is interesti ng to note that after a longer electroly sis it takes
a
certain time for the system to retur.n to its original state. This has been
tested by sending short pulses (approx. 20 msecs.) of constalilt voltage through
the system at determililed d.n tervals followii.ng the terminat ion ·o f a ten-minu te
electroly sis. Changes of »stab1'e« values of current were observed on the CRO
screen. These values for »s.taible « current are plotted against time elapsed
after the termdnat ion of the ten-mililu te electroly sis in Fig. 5. In the period
immedia tely followirng the terminat ion of a ten-minu te electrolys,i,s these
values are smaller, a:nd wiith time they tend to approach the initial values
for current before electrolysd.s.
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The dependence of »Stable« current On th e voltage used during the application of short (20 nl.secs.) pulses yiields again, values for the overall apparent
resistance of the system. Variations are very. small at lower voltages, and
above 1400 mV values of the OIVerali apparent resistance of tl1e system begin
to decrease. F.or results see Table II.
TABLE II

1800

2100

. 2500

6.2

7.7

10.2

14.4

242

234

206

174

E (mV)

600

900

1100

1300

1500

I

2.1

3.2

3.9

4.5

(µA)

286

R a (kQ)

282

289

285

Results quoted .in the previous paper3 and those presented above have
been obtained by measuring the effects in the system during and after the
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Fig. 3. •Stable« reverse current as a function of the applied voltage.

flow of a single electric pulse in the forward or in the reverse direction. The
following results cornta~ned in Figs. 6, 7, and 8, om the other hand, represent
measurements carnied out in the system during the application of alternating
-z:oltage. Fig. 6 shows a characteristic form of a wave of sinusoidal or square
alternating current after its flow through the tested system. The assymetry
o£ the form of the wave is easily noticed in both cases.
Measurements, of the dependence of rectification of a. c. on the frequency
used has given very interesting results. It has been noticed that the effect
of rectification decreases with an increasing frequency, and above a ceir tain
frequency it completely disappea rs. Fig. 7 shows changes in the form of the
1
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Fig. 4. Typical time dependence of the reverse current during the ten-minute

electrolysi~.
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Fig. 5. »Stable« reverse current versus time passed after the termination of the ten-minute
electrolysis.

wave of sinusoidal a.c. through the investigated system in dependence on the
frequency of current used. Identical measurements, but with square a.c. and
use of a smaller range of frequency, are represented in Fig. 8.
DISCUSSION

1. The rectifying System During the Reverse Current Flow
The investigation o·f the behaviour of a rectifying device during the flow
of current in the reverse direction has yielded results somewhat different
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F ig. 6. Typical wave form of the alternating current flo w through the rectifying d evice :
a. with the sinusoid al a .c.
b . with the square a .c .

fr om those obta:i.Jned i1n the investigation of the device rn the forward direction.
In the former caise the decrease in voltage following the termination oif a pulse
has no sharp pa:rt, nor cam it be diviided 1Jnto two parts, regardless of whether
the measurements were carried uut wlith constamt current or constant voltage.
However, if we give credence to the assumption formulated earlier3 that
during the pulse both ohmic drop of voltage and the value of potential difference at the junchon cam change, we must conclude that the value of
immediate voltage drop (IR) is behw the limlit of sensitivity of the amrpl!ifier,
and could no t be regilstered. The sensitivity of the amplifier used was such
that it could register two points correspondilllg to a potential diffevence of
15 to 20 mV\s. This means that the sharp voltage drop in current range
applied could not' be observed if the ohmic res~stance in th e interface had
a value somewhere between 10 3 a:nd 10 4 ohms at the end of a pulse. W[th
the resistance in the interface haVling been earher 3 determined at approximately 5.5 X 10 3 ohms, the result obtalined indica.t es that there is no essential
change of this value during the pulse. This means that the ohmic resistance of
the interface i:n the reverse directiJon constitues a negligible obstruction to
the current flow through the syste·m. But as the results indicate that the
overall apparent resrstance of ·the system .i n the reverse direction is quite
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Fig. 7. Wave form of the sinusoidal a .c. through the rectifier as a function ot. the frequency :
a. 50 c fs d. 2000 c/s
b . 200 c/s
e. 8000 c/s
ci. 500 c/s
f . 15000 c/s

Q)
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C)

Fig. 8. Wave form of the s 0 uare a.c. through the rectifier as a function of the frenuency :
a. 94.5 c/s
b . 310 c/s
c . 1052 c/s
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large, it 9an be concluded that duning a pulse a potential difference greater
than the ·original is established at the ROH II HR ri nterface. Consequently, the
variation of the potential difference at the interface determines . the current
flow through the system in the reverse directi~.
.
In order to- explain the rest of the obta1~ned results, Lt ts necessary to
analyse the hypothesci.s 1 regarding the behavfour of a rectifying device during
the applicatiOIIl oif a pulse in the reverse direction. According to this hypothesis, the limiting steady state current through the system in the _reverse
direction should be determined by the rate of dissociation 6£ water at the
interface, thi<s rate beil!lg, as it is lmown2 , ra:ther small (k = 2.6X10-5 min-1).
Therefore the maxiimal possible steady state current would flow through the
system only if all the ioillS resulting from the di1ssociation took part lin the
transport of current and l[)J()IIle recombined into water. On the b~sis of this
hypothesis the limiting current can be calculated from the expression for
the rate of the dis;sociatiOIIl of water•:
(1)

Assummg that the dlimensions of the :interface are identical with the previous
ones3 the limii.ting current thus obtained would amoUJnt to 0.22 µA. This
limtting value shou1d be 'r eached at a certain vo-ltage. A farther increase of
voltage beyood that v.alue should cause no change in current. The resultq
show that the behavriour of the rectifyiing device durtng the application of
a pulse of constant voltage 1in. reverse direction meets apparently the original
expectations. In the first moment a larger current flmN's through the system,
but very soon it decreases to a certain low »stable« value. »Stable« values of
current obtained' by the measurement of a whole series of voltages applied
are, however, higher than the theoreticaJ. limiting values, and even dependent
on the voltage applied. TMs points to the fact that the situation in the
system lis more complex than originally assumed.
In analysing the conditions of the exper~ments, it is seen that with the
voltages used (1 - 2.5 V) and the effective thiclmess of the interface being
10-4 cm, the field strength at the interface amounts to about 1 - 2.5><10 4 VI cm.
It is possi!ble that an electric field of these strengths 1irifluences the dissociation of water (2nd Wien effect). In order to check this hypothesis the
influence of the electric field upon the dissociation co!l'lstant has been calculated from the known expression6 :
K( )

x
K(o)

~

b2

=l+b+ -

3

b3

+ -- +

(2)

18

K(x) and K(o) are the dissociatio111 co111stan:ts in the electvical field x
and o, respectively, and
b = 9.695 (v/DT2)
where v is the field strength in V/cm, D the dielectric constant, aind T the
absolute temperature.
• kai" is chosen as the best available approximation.
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The ratio K(x)/K(o) thus obtained at the field strength 2.5Xl0 4 V/cm
is 1.035, which mealllS that the dissociabi.on has increased w~th the field
strengths used. This !increase is, however, very small and the number of ions
that come into being under the circumstances does not justify the observed
·
Mghet currents.
Another circumstance to be taken 1nto account, while tryi111g to explain
the observed phenomena, is the fact that the system is not ideally free o[
impurities. The dionic excha1I1.ge membmnes were transformed into an II' and
OH- fol'Il) by the actfo:n of 1 N H 2 SO~ and 1 N NaOH, then washed and kept
in re<ltistilled water, no.t in an inert atmosphere but exposed to the air.
Therefore it is veTy liikely that they are polluted, maililly by co2 from the
ad.r. Besides, a smail.l quaintilty of foreign ions left over from the transformation of the membranes linto the H+ or OH- form could be present. The
evi dence of the experiment (F,ig. 4.) ilI1 which the system was subjected to
a ten-minute electrolysis str:oingly supports the supposition that impuriitlies
were present. The decrease of current under the circumstances indicates a
reduction in the number of conductive particles, ions, at the ililterface. This
means that impurities present in the beginning of the electrolysis are slowly
extracted from the !interface. When the source of constant voltage is
switched off these ·impurities penetrate back: ililto the interface, and the
device becomes more conductive agad.n (Fig. 5).
Actually the oonstaint value of current flow through the system m the
reverse direction after the purification of the device by electrolysis !is still
considerably higher than the theoretically calculated limiting currents. This
could be the result of the pTesence cif car bornc acid whose rate of dissociation.
may be greater than the rate of diissooiation of water. Lacking data on the
rate of diissociatiloin of carbonic acid this influence could not have been
numerically evaluated.
And finailly there could be the impurLties ilI1 the tested system that
could ;not be extracted from the interface by electrOlysis. If a very small
quantity of S04 2- remad.ined in the cation-exchange membrane after its
transforma.ti,on into an H+ form, and a very small quantity of Na+ in the
ani on-exchange membrane, then these ions during the electric pulse applied
in the reverse dilrection _penetrate the interface, which means that they
can ,i ncrease the overall current. With currents of the reverse direction
which aTe genernlly very s mall as compared to those iin the forward direction,
this effect can become •appreciable.
From our results and this anailysi>s it follows that the limiting steady
state current, determined by the rate of dissociation of water, is not reached
in the tested system. Consequently the currents obtained during the pulse in
the reverse directiolll are determined, as it is stated above, by the value of
the potellltial difference between the membranes.
2. The Mechanism of Rectification ·

The results quoted above can give a more . detaiiled picture of the
mechanism of rectification in the tested system. The main characteristics
of the mechanism of the rectification of a. c. have been conceived by LoY.recek, Despic and Bockris 1 • They assume that iin the forward direction movable
ions u1I1der the influence of the electric :field are impelled toward one another
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and .react at the junotion: C!Urrent !Lows without much difficulty. In the
reverse direction current is also transported by movable counter-ioru;, but
now away from the junction. These ions, however, are the product of dissociatiion of water at the interface and .the area surrounding it: a relatively
slow process. Therefore this current is small compared to the current :in the
forward direction. C001sequently the system .i s not equally conductrl.ve in
both directions or, in other words, tt rectifies the current.
The results of the prev1ious 3 and present investi1gations mdicate more
pre1::~sely the causes of the rectification of a. c. Duriing the flow of current
through the system in the forward direction two processes take place: a
change in the ohmic voltage drop (IR) in the water layer between the membranes, and a variiat:ion of the potential difference between them. Both effects
are of the same magruitude and therefore have an approximately equal
influence upon the apparent overall resistaince of the system, i.e. upon the
current flow through it. In the reverse direction, however, the change :iin the
potential difference between the membranes is consi1d erably larger than
the change ilil the ohmic voltage drop lilD the :iinterface. Therefore this change
regulates the .o verall apparent resista1Dce of the system in the reverse dire,ction.
In its absolute magnitude ·i1t is considerably grea·t er and of the opposite
direction than the change in the potential diffeDeince between the membranes
in the forward directiom. Thanks to this, the apparent overall resistance
of the system in the reverse direction is considerably greater than the
apparent overall resistance od' the system in the forward directton. This
mea:ns that the current flow through the system in the reverse direction iis
considerably smaller than in the forward direction. (Fig. 6).
The sluggilshness of the system influences the effect of r·e ctification. It
manifests itself in the fact that the rectifying system does not retum to Hs
original s.t ate immediately ,;lifter the termiirrnti1on of a pulse in the fol!'ward
direction. As has already been said~ the areas c1osest to the active part o.f
the rectifying system then contain a l.arger concentration of movable ions
than in the sta,g e immediately preceding the pulse. In the moment of change
of polarity of the current source this excess of movable ions i1s extracted from
these areas by the action of the electriic field. Thi1s means an increase in
current in the reverse half-perJi.od and a lowering of the effect of rectification
of a.c.
Measurements .o•f the dependence of rec1tif1ication upon the frequency
of a.c. used confirm the described lo·w ering of the -rectifying action of the
system. It follo·w s from Figs. 7 and 8 thart an iincreaise o f frequency ev·1 dently
lowers the effect :of rectification. At low frequencies the time neces.sa,r y for
the pullliing out of previously injected movable ions rs small compared to the
duration of a reverse half-period, and the current relatively quickly drops
to a low level. The average current in the whole of a reverse ha'1f-period
is small: rectification is good. At higher frequencies approximately the same
quantity of previously injected ions is pulled out of the system while ~n the
reverse state. Therefore the curirent drops with time in a way similar to that
before, however, the length of the reverse half-period is smaller. Therefore
the average value of current is greaiter, which means that the system is
more conductive, i.e. the rectifaoaticon ts poorer.
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IZVOD

Elektrokemijska svojstva kontakta ionsko-izmjenjivackih membrana. II.
B . Kunst i B. Lovrecek

Jakos,t struje, k oja prolazi kroz membranski ispravlj acki sistem u zarpornom
smjeru, ovisi uglavnom o p0itendjalnoj raz~ioi na dodirnoj povrsini dvi1ju membran a.
Promjena te potencddalne :razldke za vrijeme prolaza struj e u zapornom smjeru
znatno je veca i suprotnoga predznaka od odgovarajuce promjene za vrijeme prolaza struje u pr-0pusnom smjeru. Jakost struje, koja prolaz,i kroz sistem u zapornom smjeru veea je od ocekivane zbog neidealniih uv jeta rada (prisuitne necistoee u sistemu), aJi je jos uvi,j ek dovoljno malena, da omogucuje dobar ispravljackii efekt. Efekt ispravljan1ja u j,spitivanom si1stemu manji je od ocek·i vanog i
zbog p ojave tromos.ti sisrtema kod brzoga prijelaza iz propusnog u zaporno stanje.
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